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ABSTRACT

Architectural collaboration is seen by many as an essential strategy that produces an outcome that is beyond individual vision. The majority of literature defines collaboration as two or more people sharing their differences constructively to search for a common goal. However, defining collaboration in the context of conceptual architectural design as two or more designers working together to achieve a common design goal appears to be very basic, as the definition does not in any way indicate how multiple designers can transform their tacit knowledge into an explicit building product. Instead, the definition undermines the rationale that collaboration can improve efficiency and effectiveness in sharing design ideas. This also implies that there is no clear understanding as to whether complex design activities such as actions, transformation, and reasoning can be readily circumscribed into collaborative settings. It presents one of the most significant challenges in realizing the much anticipated collaborative approach to design problem-solving. Therefore, there is a need to investigate key characteristics of collaboration in architectural design and their implications for the building development process. Thus this research aims to investigate the phenomenon of conceptual architectural collaboration design using the protocol study technique. The protocol consists of eight different design teams subjected to the usage of sketch modality to design a bus stand and a digital modality to design a commercial kiosk. A coding scheme based on design action, transformation, reasoning and knowledge transformation is employed to generate empirical data from the design protocol of the two modalities. Statistical analysis using Chi-Square cross tabulation has established a significant association between the two modalities and design activities. The results indicate that the design activities of the two modalities are statistically different concerning the distributed frequencies and duration of parameters of cognitive actions, tacit knowledge transformation, reasoning strategies and transformation. Higher framing action, abduction reasoning strategy and lateral transformation are not affected by the sketch modality but are affected by the change to the digital modality. Similarly, higher moving action, deduction reasoning strategy, and vertical transformation are not affected by the digital modality but are affected by the sketch modality. The correlation analysis of the sketch modality also established a significant relationship between parameters of tacit knowledge transformation, cognitive actions, reasoning strategies and design transformation. This findings provide answers to the types of modality that can influence or affect the process of socialization in the knowledge transformation during design collaboration. In conclusion, an integrated thinking pattern for conceptual architectural collaboration design is proposed.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction

The design may be described as a set of activities which are required in the development of a new product or service or system (Mosley et al., 2018). This involves a process of the mind which has been described by Schon (1983) as either reflection-in-action or reflection-on-action. Underpinning this description are complex concepts such as Linkography (Goldschmidt, 1995), function-behavior-structure (Gero, 1990), and frame-move-evaluation (Schon, 1983). In addition, Lawson (2004) has identified three major design processes which need to be considered and these are analysis, synthesis, and evaluation whereas, from a different point of view RIBA, (2013) point out that the key issues are conceptualization, development and technology.

According to Froese (2010) due to conditions associated with time, quality, cost and performance, the act of design is preferably better under a digital modality supported collaborative practice. Similarly, literature statistics have shown that adopting digital modality supported collaborative practice will vigorously remedy the profligacy of information, communication, resources and time facing the conventional design process (Garber, 2014; Bråthen, 2015; Luyten 2015).
However, due to the reflective nature of design, facilitating cognitive functions like actions, thinking, reasoning, sketching and visual transformation in a digital modality supported collaborative setting might imbue highly differentiated strategy, approach and modality. Therefore, the need to support cognitive design functions in a digital modality supported collaborative conceptual architectural design practice will be the focus area for this research.

1.2 Background to the Study

Two most distinctive characteristics of digital modality supported collaborative practice are focusing on a defined common goal that represents a collective input and output of all stakeholders and the challenge of managing team integration and dynamism (Stahl, 2006; Boud et al., 1999; Preece and Rombach, 1994; Huxham, 1996; Hord, 1986). Thus, the background study of digital modality supported collaborative practice in design should include a literature framework that explicitly define how can two or more designers achieve a defined common design goal that represents their collective input and output. Therefore, in the following paragraphs this research review relevant background literation on collaboration in the context design.

Sonnenwald (1996) explore on the role of collaboration in design. The study established that knowledge about communication support provides insight on the functionality of methods and tools of multidisciplinary design collaboration. In 1995, design studies journal organized a workshop on design teamwork involving a team of one designer (Dan) and a team of three designers (Ivan, John, and Kerry) where each team worked over a period of two hours. Using this same workshop data, Goldschmidt (1995) investigates the cognitive differences between the lone designer and the three-member design team in order to understand who does better in design. The study found that there is no significant difference between the individual and the team in the way they bring their work to fruition. Therefore, the study concludes that team size almost has no significant advantage over an individual when it comes to fulfillment of design.
Similarly, using the same workshop data, Cross and Cross (1995) employed protocol studies to investigate on the demonstration of the applicability of cognitive processes in design team practice. The study portrayed an understanding of the role and relationships of the design team based on planning, action, information sharing and gathering, analyzing and understanding of design problems. The study found that based on the social process, in design there is a significant interaction between the technical and cognitive process among designers in design teamwork.

Valkenburg and Dorst (1998) empirically identified and measured the structure of reflective practice of the design team. The study develops a pattern of reflective practice for a design team that indicates a differential pattern of behavior between teams based on naming, framing, moving and reflecting. The study has the only study that investigates the actual nature of design as shown in design theories in design teamwork. Chiu (2002) examined the organizational view of design communication in design collaboration. The study established that team organization in architectural design collaboration is better structured in practice than studios because design goal is more specific and often well defined in the architectural practice. Whereas, the study of Dong (2005) explored on communication and artifact knowledge construction of design team. The study established that similarities of language bridges indirect relations among designers mind which leads to a constructed shared mental representation of design artifacts. The study provides an initial background for understanding knowledge construction in design collaboration.

Stempfle and Badke-schaub (2002) investigate the thinking approach of the design team. The study distinguished between operations that serve to widen a problem space (generation, exploration) from operations that serve to narrow a problem space (comparison, selection) in design collaboration. Gabriel and Maher (2002) coded and modeled communication in architectural collaborative design to develop a coding scheme for the investigation of difference between computer-mediated collaborative design and face to face collaborative designs, to establish computer-mediated and communication tools for collaborative design. The study concludes that the nature of collaboration either computer-mediated collaborative design or face to face
collaborative designs it does not make any significant difference in communication during the interaction.

Gül and Maher (2007) analyzed the impact of different settings on team design by comparing face-to-face sketching to designing in virtual environments collaborative design environments. The study concludes that changes in the design behavior can be categorized in two different ways: the effect of being in the same location and the effect of the type of external representations. Rahimian and Ibrahim (2011) discovered the differences between 3D and manual sketching techniques using protocol analysis of three peers of novice architectural designers. The study found that haptic-based design interface improved designers’ cognitive and collaborative activities.

Testing of co-located and remote activities in virtual and face to face environment by Gu et al. (2011) indicated the potentials of three-dimensional virtual worlds against traditional co-located manual sketching and remote sketching using the smart board for supporting remote collaboration in design and tangible user interfaces (TUI) for enhancing co-located collaboration in design. Finally, the findings of the protocol analysis of four peers of professional architects for 3D world and three peers of second and third year architecture design students for TUI indicated that the three dimensional virtual worlds sufficiently support collaboration in design, whereas TUI session tend to establish more cognitive synchronization through active negotiation processes of three dimensional blocks where designers produced more perceptual activities. Ibrahim and Rahimian (2010) found that current conventional CAD tools are advantageous for detailed engineering design but, they hinder novice designers’ creativity.

Mathew (2013) analyzed the potential of collaboration supporting technologies in a studio learning environment. The study provides evidence that supports the creation of a single digital building model by a student and group in a studio-based learning environment. Rahman et al. (2013) compared the effect of synchronous and asynchronous settings on team design process. The findings of the study provided clear
indications that phase-specific usage of the shared object in the synchronous setting is better than the asynchronous settings. Feast (2012) determined the significance of teamwork in professional collaborative design work. The study concludes that the development of support for collaborative design should target not only problem-solving but also informal social interactions. Jutraz and Zupancic (2014) determine the importance of interdisciplinary collaborative design studios about whether architects learn anything new through interdisciplinary collaboration, and how such collaboration could be improved. The study found that it is important to incorporate interdisciplinary course for architecture students.

Based on extensive background study so far, it can be seen that most of the literature are found to have used protocol analysis method to investigate the role of technology, teamwork, communication and environment in a collaboration design setting. Whereas, issues like how to facilitate cognitive design functions like actions, thinking, reasoning, sketching and visual transformation in a digital modality supported collaborative settings fall short of proper investigation and explanation. Therefore, this thesis will focus on the subsequent problem emerging from the background study to pursue the context of the study.

1.3 Problem Statement

Digital modality supported collaborative practice is a means that encourage growth-oriented development associated with improving the efficiency of the architectural design process. Its application has been calculated by many literature statistics to have a significant impact on the quality, efficiency, and productivity of the design process (Azmi et al., 2018; Succar, 2009; Garber, 2014; Succar, 2009; Bryde et al., 2013; Lee, 2008). However, the issue of how the new approach can support the flexible nature of cognitive design functions like actions, thinking, reasoning, sketching and visual transformation is one of the emerging problem hindering its acceptance into a dominant silo conventional practice (Migilinskas et al., 2013).
Although, Jonson (2005) suggested that the future may offer a friendlier digital modality supported collaboration practice. Yet to date Jonson’s suggestion have not been empirically supported.

Thus, the application of digital modality supported collaborative practice in design is a bit problematic, notably in the way, it can support cognitive design functions like actions, thinking, reasoning, sketching and visual transformation during conceptual architectural collaboration design. Therefore, this research problem statements reads as;

“Digital modality supported collaborative practice need to support flexible cognitive functions during conceptual architectural collaboration design.”

1.4 Research Gap

Conceptual architectural design stage is a complex activity that involve highly human cognitive design functions like actions, thinking, reasoning, sketching and visual transformation (Valkenburg and Dorst, 1998; Dorst, 2011; Goel, 1994; Goldschmidt and Weil, 1998; Schon, 1983). In contrast, contemporary conditions promotes digital modality supported collaborative practice for the design, without explicitly establishing how multitude designers perform key human cognitive design functions like group actions, thinking, reasoning, sketching and visual transformation in a digital modality supported collaborative design environment (Vaishnavi and Kuechler, 2015; Preece et al., 2015; Hardin and McCool 2015; Kasali and Nersessian, 2015). To this end, this study proposes to investigate cognitive design functions during digital modality supported conceptual architectural collaboration design practice. These prompt to define the study research gap as:
“even though digital modality supported collaborative practice presumes improving the design, yet there is no clear theoretical or practical proving of how multitude designers perform key cognitive design activities like group actions, thinking, reasoning, sketching and visual transformation during conceptual architectural collaboration design (research gap).”

1.5 Research Aim

The aims to investigate conceptual architectural collaboration design and the implications of sketch and digital modalities.

1.6 Research Objectives

1. To propose the theoretical framework for collaboration in design.
2. To determine the impact of modalities on conceptual architectural collaboration design.
3. To establish the parameters of tacit knowledge transformation in conceptual architectural collaboration design.
4. To ascertain the relationship between knowledge transformation and productivity during conceptual architectural collaboration design.
5. To develop the pattern for conceptual architectural collaboration design.

1.7 Research Questions

1. What is the theoretical framework for collaboration in design?
2. What is the impact of modality on conceptual architectural collaboration design?
3. What are the parameters of tacit knowledge during conceptual architectural collaboration design?
4. Can knowledge transformation ascertain the productivity of collaboration during conceptual architectural collaboration design?
5. Is there pattern for conceptual architectural collaboration design?

1.8 Research Significance

Integrating the concept of digital modality supported collaboration in conceptual architectural design necessitates the invention of new theory as a contribution to the body of design knowledge in both architectural education and practice. This thesis will provide the parameters and pattern of the much anticipated conceptual architectural collaboration design.

1.9 Research Framework

The Data, Information, Knowledge, and Wisdom model (DIKW model) of hierarchical knowledge process (Ackoff, 1989) was adopted to frame the knowledge development process of this research investigation. According to Ackoff, the data is raw material that simply exists in any form or format and has no significance beyond its existence usability or not. The information is when the data has been given meaning by way of relational analysis or connection. This “meaning” can be useful, based on the rationale behind what data has been used. The knowledge is the appropriate understanding of the information, such that it becomes useful. Finally wisdom is a strictly human process that deals with moral and ethical codes that provide the understanding about which there has previously been no understanding, and in doing
so, goes far beyond knowledge to become rather a human cognitive, philosophical probing (Ackoff, 1989).

Ackoff indicates that the first three categories relate to the past; they deal with what has been or what is known. Only the fourth category, wisdom, deals with the future because it incorporates vision. With wisdom, people can create the future rather than just grasp the present and past. However, achieving wisdom is not easy; people must move successively through the other categories. It can be noticed that the DIKW model prescribes a linear sequential hierarchy of knowledge processes. In reality, knowledge hierarchy can be iterative depending on the case under consideration. Nevertheless, the DIKW model is still used in many forms and shapes to look at the extraction of value and meaning of knowledge hierarchy. As shown in Figure 1.1 this study adopts the perspective of the DIKW knowledge hierarchy to frame the research.
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**Figure 1.1:** Research Framework (Ackoff, 1989 in Rowley, 2007, p.163)

In the context of this research, the data is framed as the literature review and records collected from our research measurements. The information is framed as the outcome results of the analysis of the research data. It is the transformation of the research data into a particular category of information that represents the initial requirement for the data gathering. Likewise, the next stage is knowledge which is
framed as the useful meaning derived from the information which is significantly connected with the initial research problem, aim, objectives and questions.

However, at this stage, the knowledge cannot infer further understanding because it does not contain true cognitive and analytical ability that is only encompassed by a human which is contained in the next level of wisdom. The stage of wisdom is a frame that the understanding of the research topic or area has reached a stage whereby if questions are asked to which there is no humanly-known answer, wisdom can supply the answer. Therefore, it is the process by which I also discern, or judge, between right and wrong and good about conceptual architectural collaboration design. It is the unique state of understanding of the soul of conceptual architectural collaboration design. Thus, the structure of the DIKW is suitable to describe the research frame adopted for this thesis.

1.10 Research Methodology

In carrying out the research investigation, this study employs an empirically and contextually methodological choice known as mixed research method (Creswell, 2012). The method will use cross-sectional design experiment involving design teams solving a given design issue (Creswell, 2012). The cross-sectional experiment will offer the opportunity to investigate on what it takes to design while collaborating. Thus, from the perspective of the mixed research method the research philosophy, approach, time horizon and tactics are selected to satisfy the research aim and objectives. This research begins with establishing the fundamental framework of the integration of design and collaboration.

Similarly, the research approach is analysing, because the analysing research approach is not the conventional direct move from literature to data (as in deduction) or data to literature (as in induction), but rather a zigzag move between data-literature-data to establish that which is not yet known. It represents a value wanting to be
achieved, as in this case designing while collaborating (Saunders et al., 2015). Interpretive research philosophy that entails a phenomenon is also suitable for the research. The interpretivism here implies the use of observation (Merriam and Tisdell, 2016).

1.11 Research Scope

This research is a driven from the theoretical perspective of the significant role of digital modality on. The research proceeds by identifying parameters for successful conceptual architectural collaboration design, before scoping to the research dependent, independent and controlled variables within the identified parameters. The study scope to a peer of unidisciplinary architectural design teams to control the effect clustering of more than two multidisciplinary stakeholders in a single environment to talk about the same issue (known as team dynamics). Secondly, this research adopts LOD300 (level of development) of the digital modality scale to maintain the originality of the conceptual phase of the design and the capability of the modalities.

1.12 Research Overview

Through contextual and empirical investigation this research will attempt to define conceptual architectural collaboration design. Zooming from the perspective of Kan and Gero (2010) this research will use protocol analysis to carry out the study. One of the major motivating factors for the research is the postulation of Ho et al. (2013) that collaboration in design would serve as a better option that can promote better practice with rich problem-solving clues. Some other benefits also include supporting the transformation of conventional design practice into a more advanced technology guided practice. It can be noticed that research investigation on the concept
of collaboration in design focusing on technology and environment has been taking place since the nineties.

However, such investigations focus mainly on collaborative technologies and environment (Wang et al., 2013; Xue et al., 2012; Gu et al., 2010). This can be due to the lack of relevant knowledge of how collaborative tools and environment to support design activities. Similarly, also there is the limited understanding of the actual impact such collaborative modalities can have on design. Thus, this research will investigate on what it means to collaborate while designing to advocate a differentiated understanding on how modalities can lead the way in providing the support for the actualization of effective conceptual architectural collaboration design.

1.13 Structure of Thesis

The structure of this thesis illustrated in Figure 1.2 explains the basic process from the start to the conclusion of the study. The major explanation is the understanding of what and how is a good integration of design and collaboration. What are the parameters required in achieving the stated objectives? Chapter 1 is the introductory chapter of the study which presents a summary of the research which is the overview and general foundation of the entire issue. The background further leads to the problem statements, research aim, question, and objectives.
Chapter 2 and 3 provides a theoretical background understanding of the integration of design and collaboration through an extensive review of current literature on both areas, some of which includes modalities. Furthermore, the chapter provides a theoretical understanding of the existing concept of conceptual architectural collaboration design through an extensive review of current literature research across the conventional and contemporary design process, some of which includes modalities.

Chapter 4 presents an overview of the methodology used to carry out the study. Here the actual structuring of the research method is carried out with a focus on the design process and collaboration, and critically discussing issues on research design, method, participants, sampling, and data. Finally, the chapter concludes with certain required factors for the data collection and also, describes the method used for the data collection, coding, and classification. The last part of the chapter explains the content of the data and explanation. The chapter indicates the core issues about the selection of the methodology and their relationship with the data.
Chapter 5 focuses on analysing the basic understanding and parameters of conceptual architectural collaboration design using protocol studies. The analysis was carried out with NVIVO, SPSS and Microsoft EXCEL software for data segmentation, coding, classification analysis and interpretation.

Chapter 6 deals with the results and discussion. The results and discussions are the useful information derived from the analysis. The chapter also presents the discussion of the result. The results derived from the analysis are used to generate some discussion which explains how the research question and objective are answered by the result. Therefore, this chapter provides answers to the research question in a discussion format.

Chapter 7 concludes the thesis by presenting answers and implications for further research. Finally, the thesis includes ten appendixes containing a sample of subjects, transcribed data, pictures coding, tabulation and publications.
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